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Introduction
Coinciding with the significant rise in obesity worldwide, a considerable increase in the prevalence of metabolic syndrome (MS) has been observed in recent times [1] . MS is defined as the co-occurrence of several cardiovascular risk factors in an individual. The most commonlyused definition is that of the NCEP ATP III [2, 3] , in which an individual is considered to have MS when diagnosed with at least three of the following five possible metabolic risk factors: i) abdominal obesity (waist circumference: men >102cm; women > 88cm), ii) impaired tolerance to glucose (fasting glucose levels !110 mg/dL or a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus, DM2), iii) high blood pressure (!130/85 mmHg); iv) low high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) (in men<40mg/dL; in women<50mg/dL), and v) hypertriglyceridemia (!150 mg/dL) (NB: criteria iv and v are definers of dyslipidaemia).
MS has, in addition to its defining components [4] , a number of predictive variables and, as such, being elderly, a woman [5] , a smoker [6] or excessive alcohol consumption [7] have been associated with an increased risk of developing MS. Furthermore, most individuals with MS have some degree of insulin resistance. In fact, although the cause of MS is unknown, insulin resistance is considered to be responsible for many of the conditions that define MS, for instance, hyperglycaemia, hypertension, decreasing hepatic production of high density lipoproteins, increased triglycerides, and stimulation of endothelial profiling (which affects the endothelial receptors that trigger the onset of the atherosclerotic process) [8] .
Nevertheless, MS components are not static and most are reversible with changes in lifestyle and/or pharmacological treatment [9, 10] . However, little is known about the dynamic aspects of MS for example, the order in which its components occur, their exposure time, or the time that elapses between the occurrence of the first component and whether this time varies depending on which component materialises first [9, [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper, we use a large population-based cohort from a Mediterranean region to study not only the dynamic behaviour the different components of metabolic syndrome have, but also (once established) the metabolic syndrome itself.
Methods

Ethical considerations of the study
The data for this study came from an anonymised clinical administrative database and only the lead researcher, where necessary, had access to the identity of each individual. This study has also been revised and approved by the Ethics and Clinical Research Committee of the Institute of Health Care (IAS). The IAS manages all the ABSs providing healthcare to the region known as 'La Selva Interior', Girona. According to the Catalan Institute of Statistics, in 2012 the region's population constituted 32,860 men and 32,702 women (0.87% and 0.85%, respectively, of the entire Catalan population). The area is defined as a mainly rural (or semi-urban) territory. While there are a number of towns scattered throughout the area, it is also dispersed with farms, houses and small somewhat isolated villages. There are 144 municipalities in the region (representing 3.70% of Catalonia), but only five of them have more than 5000 inhabitants and only one has a little over 10,000. In 2012, the population density median was 85.5 hab/km 2 and the average population density was 176.2 hab/km 2 (compared to 235.8 hab/km 2 in the whole of Catalonia [14] . Included in this study were adult individuals (15 years and older) who were registered with and had made use of the public primary healthcare service at one of the three ABS healthcare centres managed by the IAS during the study period.
Excluded from this study were: a) individuals who had sought medical care at one of the ABS healthcare centres managed by the IAS but were not registered with any of them (e.g. visiting population, emergencies etc), b) individuals with a previous diagnosis of arterial hypertension (HTA) or DM2 at the time the cohort was set up. Although we do not know the occurrence of (MS) components before the development of DM2 and/or HTA, these individuals had a high probability of having had an MS episode before the cohort had been formed. It is, therefore, quite likely that the probability of having an MS episode during the follow-up of the cohort was at least different, and probably higher, than in the case of the other individuals, thus causing a selection bias. In addition, these particular individuals, once they had been diagnosed with DM2 or HTA would have already started some kind of lifestyle change and/or pharmacological treatment, which could also imply a different probability of having MS.
A subject from the cohort was considered to have MS if they (simultaneously) exhibited three or more of the five possible conditions: i) a diagnosis of diabetes or impaired fasting glucose, ii) a diagnosis of hypertension or high blood pressure, iii) low high density lipoprotein levels (HDL), iv) hypertriglyceridemia, and/or v) obesity, BMI ! 30 kg/m 2 . We used this last criterion because we did not have any measurements of abdominal obesity. Obesity, in addition to being a defining criterion of MS (as specified by the WHO [15] ), has always been closely correlated with an increased abdominal perimeter [16] .
The criteria from the American Diabetes Association was used to diagnose DM2 [17] : clinical characteristics plus one random blood glucose level of !200 mg/dl, two basal glucose levels of ! 126 mg/dl, two determinations of HbA1c ! 6,5% or two 2-hour oral glucose tolerance tests ! 200 mg/dl. Subjects were also considered to have DM2 if they had been diagnosed with this condition previously or were receiving treatment with anti-hyperglycaemic drugs. High blood pressure was defined as having had at least two blood pressure readings taken in the doctor's surgery of between 130-139 and/or 85-89 mmHg. Subjects with at least two blood pressure readings of !140 and/or 90 mmHg, a previous diagnosis of hypertension or those receiving treatment with anti-hypertensive medication were considered to have hypertension.
As mentioned earlier, many of the MS components are dynamic. In fact, (although not the cases of diagnosed DM2 and diagnosed HTA), a subject who at one point fulfilled the defining conditions of a specific component (for example, high blood pressure), may subsequently stop complying with these conditions (i.e. the subject's blood pressure readings return to normal), as a result of lifestyle change and/or pharmacological treatment. When we defined, as an episode of MS along with the period of time in which the subject met the defining conditions of MS, we ascertained three situations: first, there were (1) subjects who had more than one episode of MS during the follow-up period. Next, among the subjects who had only one episode of MS during the follow-up period, some of them (2) exited the MS episode (i.e. they did not meet DM defining conditions) before the end of the follow-up period (i.e. December 2012) and (3) others who, at the time of the end of the follow-up period, remained within the MS episode (i.e. they continued to meet its defining conditions). Thus, we now define situation 3 as being an episode of persistent MS and situations 1 and 2 episodes of non-persistent MS.
The start and finish dates for each of the (five) conditions were recorded. The dates when each episode of MS started and ended were also registered if the subject had more than one episode.
In addition to the variables used to define MS other variables were gathered during the follow-up including demographic variables (sex, date of birth and country of origin), main health complaints (summarised as the number of chronic illnesses), smoking and alcohol consumption, total cholesterol, creatinine, urinary albumin excretion, glomerular filtration rate, consumption of NSAIDS and treatment with anti-hypertensive, hypolipemiant or anti-diabetes drugs.
All the data were obtained from clinical records and stored following a standardized protocol in the (centralized) IAS information system. The data for this study were drawn from that information system conforming to an anonymized clinical-administrative database.
Statistical methods
First, a description of the population included in this study was made. The qualitative variables were expressed as percentages, while the quantitative variables were expressed as mean and standard deviation and in the form of median and interquartile range.
Survival curves were estimated using the Kalbfleisch-Prentice method [18] , which is equivalent to the Kaplan Meier estimates when the weights are unity (as in our case).
Given that a subject could have various episodes of MS and, with the exception of HTA and DM2, its defining components during the follow-up, and that all of the explicative variableswith the exception of sex and country of birth-vary over time, the risks are not proportional. For this reason, the Andersen-Gill model (AG) [19, 20] of multivariant survival analysis was used [21] . The AG model allowed us to evaluate the multivariant survival and the time-dependent variables that could explain the risk of having MS. Apart from the design, with (multiple) dates for the start (and end) of episodes which varied for each individual, the AG model is characterised by introducing random effects that capture, at least, the fragility (also called nonobserved individual heterogeneity) [21] . The observed confounding (both individual and contextual) was controlled by introducing the corresponding explicative variables into the models. With the control of the non-observed confusion, first we allowed the coefficients of some of the variables to be different for each individual and/or over time. In addition, we controlled the possibility of a long-term tendency non-parametrically (anticipating the possibility of changes in diagnostic procedures and/or treatment over the period under study, [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] .
Given the complexity of our model, we preferred to perform inferences using a Bayesian framework. In particular, we followed the Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) approach [22] , within a (pure) Bayesian framework. All analyses were carried out with the free software R (version 3.2.2) [23] , through the R INLA package [24, 22] .
Results
Descriptive results
The study consisted of 13,030 participants who met the inclusion criteria on 1 st January 2005. A total of 5,059 participants (38.8%) had some kind of episode of MS at some time during the follow-up: 3,208 (63.4%) had only one, either persistent or non-persistent, episode and 1,851 (36.6%) had more than one episode. By decreasing the (unadjusted) odds ratios, during follow-up, 47.7% of those with DM2 (compared to only 6.2% of those who did not), 49.4% of those with hypertension (only 7.3% of those who did not have HTA), 40.2% of those with dyslipidaemia (6.3% in those who did not), 42.2% of those with obesity (10% in non-obese participants), 55.7% of participants with impaired fasting glucose (compared to 18.9% of those who did not), and 35.3% of participants with high blood pressure (compared to 16.6% in those patients with had no high blood pressure), had some kind of episode of MS.
The basal characteristics of the patients with a single episode or more than one episode were similar in terms of gender, serum cholesterol and the percentage with low HDL cholesterol and BMI. Those with more than one episode of MS were older and were more likely to have impaired fasting glucose, dyslipidaemia and obesity (Table 2) .
63.4% of the total number of participants who had MS had just one (persistent or non-persistent) episode, while 36.6% developed several episodes during the follow-up. Of the participants with a single episode, 70.4% had a non-persistent episode and 29.6% had a persistent episode. In comparison to the rest, the participants with a persistent episode of MS were younger, had higher percentages of obesity and dyslipidaemia, a lower percentage of high blood pressure and impaired fasting glucose and also urinary albumin excretion was lower. In other words, the opposite characteristics exhibited by subjects who had more than one episode of MS. Participants with a single non-persistent episode of MS were characterised as having a lower percentage of dyslipidaemia and obesity at the time of the first episode ( Table 3 ). The combination of hypertension, obesity and impaired fasting glucose at the time of the first episode of MS was less frequent for participants with a single non-persistent episode of MS than for the rest of the group.
Results of the multivariate analyses
The multivariate analysis (AG) (Table 4) showed that women had a lower risk of a first episode of MS (HR 0.94; 95% CI 0.84-0.99; p<0.01). After the age of 75 the risk of having a first episode of MS increased (HR 1.20; 0.97-1.48; p = 0.04) and smoking and alcohol consumption also posed an increased risk (HR 1.28; 1.06-1.54; both). All of the components of MS were related to some degree to the appearance of a first episode of MS. Triglycerides !150 mg/dL (HR 2.84; 2.68-3.00), obesity (HR 2.71; 2.57-2.85) and low HDL-cholesterol (HR 2.47; 2.33-2.62) were the components that were most closely related to the first episode of MS. Age was also associated with a higher risk of one episode of MS, rising from the age of 40 years onwards (HR 1.20;0.98-1.47; p = 0.003). Women had a lower risk of having more than one episode (HR 0.94;0.90-0.98). Smoking and alcohol consumption did not increase the risk of having more than one episode of the condition. Obesity was the component associated with the highest risk of developing more than one episode of MS (HR 2.50; 2.40-2.60). Type 2 diabetes (DM2) and hypertension were not associated with a higher risk of having more than one episode.
The multivariate analysis was also performed for premorbid metabolic syndrome (without DM2) and the results were comparable with those of general MS (data not shown).
High-normal BP (HR 3.20; 3.00-3.50), DM2 and hypertension appearing first (HR 3.00; 2.80-3.10; both) were associated with a higher risk of developing a first episode of MS during the follow-up, whereas when the components related to dyslipidaemia appeared first, this was associated with a lower risk of experiencing a first episode of MS (low HDL cholesterol-HR 1.80; 1.70-2.00-and TGC !150 mg/dL-HR 2.20; 2.00-2.40) (Fig 2) .
While there are other possible combinations of components that are first to appear, when those related to the metabolism of glucose (impaired fasting glucose and DM2) or hypertension are combined with dyslipidaemia (TGC ! 150 mg/dL or low HDL cholesterol), and are the first to appear, the risk of the initial episode of MS is at its highest (HR ! 2.00) ( Table 5) . In other words, when the components related to the metabolism of glucose occurred first and the subject also had dyslipidaemia, there was more than a 50% likelihood of the first episode of MS occurring at 32 months (from the beginning of the follow-up), while if the first occurrence was hypertension (combined with dyslipidaemia), a more than 50% probability of an initial MS episode occurring, transpires at 38 months. In the other cases, the probability is not more than 50% likely until 50 months (Fig 3) . Table 6 shows the variables related to the occurrence of a single persistent episode of MS and to one or more episodes of non-persistent MS. Age, high-normal BP, triglycerides ! 150 mg/ dL, low HDL cholesterol and impaired fasting glucose were significantly associated and were independent of the persistency of MS. Hypertension and DM2, on the other hand, were the variables that were most strongly associated with the non-persistence of MS. Age was associated with the non-persistence of MS from 25 years onwards and this association was stronger as age increased. No differences were found between one non-persistent episode and more than one non-persistent episode. Impaired fasting glucose, smoking and alcohol consumption were associated with both the persistence and the non-persistence of MS, in other words they were associated with having MS in general.
Persistence of MS episode
Discussion
In summary, our main findings can be summarized as follows:
• During the follow-up over a third of the participants (39%) developed MS, with the large majority of these having a single limited episode (non persistent) (44.6%).
• We found that triglycerides, low HDL cholesterol and obesity were the best predictors of the first episode of MS. The components related to the metabolism of glucose were associated with a medium risk of developing a first episode of MS. Those related to blood pressure were associated with a lower risk. • The components related to blood pressure and the metabolism of glucose-high-normal BP, DM2, hypertension and impaired fasting glucose-were, in this order, those that, when they appear first, determine having a first episode of MS, whereas the components related to dyslipidaemia were associated with a lower risk when they appear first.
• The variables related to the persistence of MS are what take centre stage, as they correspond to clinical conditions that do not have well-established drug treatment criteria (triglycerides !150 mg/dL, low HDL cholesterol, impaired fasting glucose and high-normal BP).
Occurrence of MS
The 8-year follow-up of the general population-based cohort who had sought medical care in public primary healthcare centres shows that over a third of the participants (39%) developed MS, with the large majority of these having a single limited episode (non persistent) (44.6%). While age is associated with a higher risk of having MS, women have a lower risk of developing the condition than men do. The incidence found in this study is similar to that described in a 10-year cohort from the Middle East, which showed a 44% occurrence of MS [13] . The MS prevalence described oscillates between 19.6% in the Mediterranean population [25] and 34.7% in the Middle Eastern population [26] . A study recently carried out in Spain found a 31% prevalence [27] . The differences observed can probably be explained by the different designs of the studies in question and the criteria they used to define MS. As other authors have concluded, smoking and alcohol consumption are associated with a higher risk of MS [6, 7] . There is an enormous variation between countries in the prevalence of MS and depends on the demographic structure of the population. In our study, we found that women had a lower risk of a first episode of MS. This could be because, in our case, the population is younger than in other studies and in young populations the prevalence of MS is higher among men than among women. These results are also found by other studies, both in populations similar to [28] and more remote from ours [29, 30] . For the case of Spain, Martínez-Larrad et al., found that there was a 34.2% prevalence of MS in men and 28.5% in women [28] . Scuteri et al., after a 6-year follow-up using the Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging (BLSA), estimated an incidence of MS of (on average) 25.5% in men and 14.8% in women [29] . In the Chinese population, Chen et al., also found that men were more prone to developing MS than women of the same age, and that increasing age was an important factor in inducing MS [30] .
Predictors of the risk of MS
In this study triglycerides and low HDL cholesterol are the best predictors of the first episode of MS, along with obesity, while the components related to the metabolism of glucose are associated with a medium risk of developing a first episode of MS and those related to blood pressure are associated with a lower risk. These data concur with those of the cohort from the Middle East [13] .
The dynamics of MS
The sequence in which the components of MS appear, determines a higher risk of having a first, or more than one, episode of MS. The components related to blood pressure and the metabolism of glucose-high-normal BP, DM2, hypertension and impaired fasting glucoseare, in this order, those that, when they appear first, determine having a first episode of MS, whereas the components related to dyslipidaemia are associated with a lower risk when they appear first. A recent study showed that individuals with normal-high blood pressure have a higher risk of developing metabolic disorders and MS compared to those with normal bloodpressure [31] . In line with our work, three other studies have examined the dynamic behaviour of risk factors for metabolic syndrome [30, 32, 33] and, although they refer to different populations and use other methods of analysis, their findings are very close to ours. Haring et al., identified low HDL as the risk factor most associated with the onset of MS, and hypertension and central obesity were the predominant risk factors [32] . Hwang et al., point out that individuals with one or two components showed increased development of MS [33] . We have found just one paper, carried out on a Chinese population, also analysing the influence of the order in which the components of MS appear [30] . The results were similar to ours and showed that glucose intolerance in individuals under 40 years old and normal-high blood pressure in those over 40 years old are the components that, when they appear first, determine a higher risk of developing MS.
The results indicate that the components related to a higher risk of MS when they appear first do not coincide with the components whose presence at any time during the follow-up are also associated with this risk. It would seem that the components related to the metabolism of glucose and blood pressure appear early on and act as biomarkers for the evolution of MS, and while the components related to obesity and dyslipidaemia may appear later their presence is essential for the development of MS. Supporting this hypothesis are the data shown in Table 6 that demonstrate how patients with a higher risk of a first episode of MS are those whose first two components to appear are one related to blood pressure plus another related to dyslipidaemia. Furthermore, the combination of these components, when they are the first to appear, is associated with a low or nil risk of developing MS. It is likely, as mentioned earlier, that the function of risk biomarker is not synergistic between the two components but that these components independently (and at an early stage) express the metabolic vulnerability of the patient. Accordingly, high blood pressure and impaired glucose metabolism make the early detection of subjects with a very high risk of developing MS possible, allowing them to be prioritised for making the necessary lifestyle changes for both these components and for the later appearance of obesity and dyslipidaemia. Physical exercise [34, 35] and changes in diet [36] have been shown to not only reduce the components of MS, but also to prevent its occurrence. This same reasoning may also explain why subjects' triglycerides may experience a substantial change, even though their HDL levels remain stable during the study follow-up period because these participants may have already adjusted their habits towards healthier lifestyles by increasing physical activity and/or changing their diet.
Biological plausibility
It is difficult to establish which particular metabolic component leads to the cascade of disorders characterizing the MS syndrome, but individuals with an isolated hyperglycaemia state have a greater prospect of developing MS. There are some overlapping metabolic pathways in the pathogenesis of the four components of MS. Hyperglycaemia could lead to obesity, and central obesity has been confirmed to be the most relevant predisposing factor for insulin resistance. Diabetes is often accompanied by hypertension and these two conditions share conjunct pathways such as the renin-angiotensin aldosterone system, the sympathetic nervous system, adipokines, the inflammatory pathway, and oxidative stress. Glycaemic control and high blood pressure in particular, ought to attract more attention and that once individuals have been diagnosed with hyperglycaemia and high blood pressure, they should receive active defence measures to prevent the other components of MS emerging. Previous studies have revealed that people with normal glycaemia and optimal and normal blood pressure were less susceptible to developing MS [37] .
The variables related to the persistence of MS are what take centre stage, as they correspond to clinical conditions that do not have well-established drug treatment criteria (triglycerides !150 mg/dL, low HDL cholesterol, impaired fasting glucose and high-normal BP). However, these clinical conditions can be improved through lifestyle intervention, especially in terms of physical exercise and weight loss. Meanwhile, obesity, DM2 and hypertension do not show any association with the persistence of MS and a possible explanation for this is that when a person is diagnosed with DM2, obesity or hypertension a non-pharmacological approach is 
Limitations
This study has various limitations. First, the fact that is was a retrospective cohort meant that information about the waist circumference of many of the individuals was not available. Consequently, obesity (BMI ! 30 Kg/m 2 ) was considered to be a component of MS instead. However, almost all of the individuals above this value meet the defined criteria for abdominal obesity [16] and that, second, BMI is a good predictor of the risk of MS [39] , CV mortality and morbidity and all-cause mortality [40] .
A second limitation is that patients were observed only when they had contact with the primary care services, so the beginning and end of an MS episode were not known, only their lower and upper limits.
A third limitation was a threat of selection bias. Some individuals could have a higher probability of having used primary health care, implying that the potential result, 'contact registration', was overrepresented in the sample observed [41] . However, in the first three years of the follow-up of the cohort, 78.33% of the assigned adult population (15 years and older), had contact with primary care services managed by the IAS, and throughout the entire follow-up (2005-2012) 94.41% of the population had contact with these services. Nevertheless, and again, as a robustness check, we repeated the analyses using a selection bias-free method proposed by Saez et al. [41] . As expected, the results did not change significantly.
Our final limitation was the presence of missing observations in most of the variables of interest. However, we performed a sensitivity analysis (see Appendix 1: Statistical Annex) and found that the missing data could not be associated with any of the variables analysed, implying that there was no selection bias.
Conclusions
In summary, the data here show that more than a third of the cohort developed MS during the 8-year follow-up, with 44% of these subjects having one limited episode (non-persistent). The components related to blood pressure and the metabolism of glucose are the early predictors of the risk of developing the first episode of MS, but their later association with the components of dyslipidaemia is crucial (TGC!150 mg/dL or low HDL cholesterol). As not all individuals with MS enter the syndrome with an identical combination of factors, certain trajectories and combinations of components confer higher risks, among which hyperglycaemia and high blood pressure conferred a significantly higher risk when compared with the others. These results could allow us to identify members of the population with a very high risk of developing a first episode of MS. In particular, not only should every effort to identify individuals with this particular combination (i.e. hyperglycaemia and high blood pressure) be made, but so should every effort be made to provide them with adequate treatment at early stages of disease. Once these individuals have been identified, their GP should priorize the lifestyle changes each MS component requires, above all weight control and physical exercise which could prevent the occurrence of MS.
That said, we may still have some unresolved issues. For instance, we do not know whether the cardiovascular risk associated with MS corresponds to the sum of the risk of its components or, are there perhaps synergistic effects between them that make the risk greater?
Furthermore, other areas of interest in metabolic syndrome research include non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and liver steatosis, age and gender specific profiles and the possible ways for treatment optimization and these are all aspects that, undoubtedly, deserve future research efforts.
Appendix 1.-Statistical annex. Sensitivity analyses
We assumed that the observations missing were completely at random (MCAR), that is to say, that the probability of an observation missing did not depend on observed or unobserved measurements. As a robustness check, we tested this using estimated logistic regressions, with the response variable being the presence (or not) of a missing observation in MS and in each one of its components and explanatory variables, sex, age, the municipality of the individual's place of residence, the individual's country of birth and the month and year of the incidence of the missing data. None of these explanatory variables were associated with the presence of the missing data in the variables of interest.
As in any Bayesian analysis, the choice of the prior distributions of model parameters (i.e. priors) may have had a considerable impact on the results. However, we used priors that penalize the complexity (PC priors) [42] and which have been found to be very robust. Furthermore, we performed sensitivity analyses to assess how the prior on the hyperparameters influenced the estimation results. First, by increasing the precision (lowering the variance) and second, by testing other priors, those used by default in R INLA (log gamma) with different shape and inverse-scales; uniform and centred half-normal. In all cases the PC priors provided better results.
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